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The, hesvy-light method is applied to the study of the B meson spectrum. the pswdosulsr
decsy constsnt fB. the
mlxlng (6) parameter. and exclusive scmileptonic
B meson deuys. Preliminary
results arc discussed for fB and the
B parameter at fl = 5.7 and K = 0.165 on l 12s x 24 lattice and at p = 5.9 and s = 0.155 on l 16’ x 33 lattice.
1.

INTRODUCTION

Heavy-light method&
were proposed to allow the
calculation of the properties of meson systems with one
light,and one heavy quarlr - such IS B mesons. The basic
idea ir simply to use an effective interaction which arises
in the stati&
or nonreiativiiic
limit4 of the heavy quark
motion. The only diierenu
from the usual lattice action
is in the trestment

of the heavy quark.

action in the leading order in l/nab
ia’x[b’(n)(b(n)
N

The heavy quark

is5:

- Vo(n - d)‘b(n

- 6)]

where 6 is a unit step in the time direction.

(1-l)
Rcnormal-

l d lattice version

In the remaining sect&s
WC will discuss the applications to spectrum. decay constant and B parwnaer
and scmileptonic
B decays. Some preliminary numerical
results are presented and discussed.
HEAVY-LIGHT

MASSES

The most basic measurement to study in the heavylight approach is the spectrum of B mesons. In lowest
order in l/m* the excitation spccatrum can be calculated
on the lattice

by standard

techniques.

limit,

the good quantum

numbers

and vector)

are degenerate

but the P- wave

The lowest mass

measured by this method for the various B meson states
and that of the pseudoscalar B meson (the true ground
state)
l/nab.

is the excitation
energy and is physicsl.
In order
all remaining degcneracies arc broken. It is to be

expected that corrections of order l/m& to the spectrum
with a given (jl,J)
should be of the order of ten percent
of the splitting between ground and first excited state.
In the heavy-light approach. the actual mass parameter extracted from the tWo point correirtion is a binding
energy. For the pseudoscalar B meson this binding energy
E is defined by:
&=Mg-mb
(2.1)
where MB is the physical B meson mass and mb is the
bare b quark mass in the lattice theory. Care must be
exercised in applying this formal argument.
The bare
mass on the lattice never directly appears in the heavy
light formulation.
It would be more physical to replace it
by the renwmaliied
mass de&d
at some convenient
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are the

total angular momentum
(J). parity, and total angular
momentum of the light quark (j,). Different wlues of j,
an not degenerate evera in the static limit. In the usual
nonrelrtiviiic
terminology,
the S-wva
B mesons ( the
memms we split. There are two degenerate states with
(jt,J)
= (3/2,2)
and (3/2,1)
and two with (j,,J)
=
(l/2,1)
and (l/2,0).
The difference between the mass

the matrix elements calculated in the cowriant
continuum theory are compared to their value for the static (or
nonrelativistic)
effective continuum action. Second the

2.

heavy quark

pseudoscalar

ization far matrix elements of interest can be performed
in perturbation
theory using s two step process. First.

values are compared in the continuum
of the static effective action.

state for each distinct set of conserved quantum numbers
can be obtained using the two point correlation function
of any operator with these quantum numb&s.
In the
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2

normalization

scale in the usual covariant

continuum

la-

grangian. The relation between these quantities can actually be calculated in perturbation
theory by using the
static continuum action as an intermediate step5. Since
the mass renormalization
in the covariant continuum theory is standard

and there is no mass renormalization

PRELIMINARY
RESULTS
In this section we will present results for two sets of

runs :
. 75 configurations
separated by 500 pseudo-heatbath
sweeps on a 123 x 24 lattice at @ = 5.7 and with

in

the static continuum effective theory, it only remains to
relate the bore and renormalized mass on the lattice. In
the lattice theory, the mass renormalization
heavy quark is6

4.

for the static

K = 0.165 for the light quark propagator.
. 50 configurations
separated by 2000 sweeps on a
16’ x 32 lattice at 0 = 5.9 and with K = 0.156.
We have checked using the multiplcelimination
method

that this number

of sweeps between

jackknife
ccnfigura-

tions is sufficient to produce uncorrelated results. As was
found previously7. there is a large contribution
from excited states for the two point correlation using the point
c = : / d3r4C.s

s;“l(ri,2)

= 19.95

(2.3)

Note that the measured quantity
MB -mb(brre)

= MB -mb(renormalized)

-6m

therefore has dependence on the lattice
will come back to this later.

spacing

3.

(2.4)
a. We

DECAY CONSTANT

The simplest matrix element to study is fB, the decay
constmt of the B meson. defined by
-i
Here j,

< WlWu7)

>= &fs

operators for the interpolating
field (< XX >). Here
we report on one simple trick that can be employed for
heavy-light systems to allow smearing over various paths
for the heavy quark propagator
and is very effective in
reducing the contributions
from excited states. For the
correlation between the light quark source point (0,O)
and the sink point (0,T = ta) the point axial current
operator can be replaced by a smeared operator at either
or both ends (< SX >,< XS > and < SS >) with-

out having to calculate the light quark propagator for a
smeared source. The smearing operator used here is:

?4’(w c~~vv)w

(3.1)

P

is the axial current
j:

= +PYvs

(3.2)

where $1 is the light quark field and +s is the b quark
1.1) for
field. Using the effective lattice action (Eq.
the heavy quark the two point correlation function for
the axial current is related to fB and the binding mass
& = MB - mb(barc)
follows:

< TT[(qf

of the ground

state

P

+ WI*

(4.1)

which is gauge invariant.
A weight W(P)
can be assigned to each product of gauge links along a spatial
path P (starting at 0 and ending at np). Not only can
the mass of the ground state be extracted using these
smeared operators but the value of the decay constant
can also be obtained by using the relation

B meson as

<xx>~<sx><xs>/<ss>

(4.2)

for the ground state contribution
to < XX >. In the
results presented here we have summed over all spatial

t.=T

N(t,o) n Kl(ta)l >
ISO
(3.3)

paths of two or less links and assigned unit weight to
each path.
Smearing results in a dramatic improvement
in the

where S,(t,O) is the light quark propagator.
Another standard parameter of the B meson system

ability to extract the value of binding mass E and
To show this we define a binding mass at timeslice

that can be calculated by heavy-light methods is the B”Eo mixing parameter. The extraction of this B parameter
uses the same method1 as used for the K and D mesons

E(t).

systems.

< SX

from the correlation

function

F(t) (=c

XX

fs.
t.

> or

>) by
E(t) = +a(F(t)/F(t

+ 1)).

(4.3)
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In physical units p = 5.7 corresponds approximately
to l/a
= l.O(GeV) and /3 = 5.9 is approximately
l/a = 1.7(GeV).
Therefore the mass, E. is not constant
in physical units. This can be understood if it is remembered that the bare mass on the lattice
behaves as l/a

has a term which

as a goes to zem. The behaviour of the

decay ccnstant.fe,
is more surprising
f&’ does not show much tendency

as it is large and
to scale properly

with varying lattice spacing. a. The effects of renormaiiution of fs sre giving by the renormalization
constant
2,

defined by

8

f~(physic.i)

= 2;‘f&

(4.4)

Figure 1: The binding mass aE(t) measured for the unsmeared (triangles) and smeared (squares) correlator as a

This renormalization
constant has been calculated by two
groups*v6. Their results do not completely agree. Using

function of time slice t. The data is for 50 configurations

the lattice

on a 16’ x 32 lattice

are .96 for @ = 5.7 and 1.10 for p = 5.9 are obtained by
Eichtcn and tfiR6.
We cm check our results for fB by using an different

Source

Sink

s

x

x
s

s
s

with p = 5.9 and 6 = 0.158.

t>2

tz3

.795 f .a35
.a7 f .a95
.795 f .057

.797 * .0.50
,794 f .160
.796 * .lOO

Table 1: Results for a& with various choices for the beginning timeslices and smearing methods. S denotes smearing and X denotes no smearing on source or sink timeslice
of light quark propagator.

The results for 16’ x 32 are shown in Figure 1. The
stability of results to choice of the beginning time slice
and to the smearing procedure is showing in Table 1 for
the 16’ x 32 lattices. Smearing only the source gives the
least noisy results.
A summaryofour
preliminary results is given in Table
2. The behavior of the < XX > correlation function is
completely consistent with the data of Boucsud et. ~1.~.
However our results for fs arc in clear disagreement with

value of o,(l/a)

method to extract the decay constant.
If the point-topoint correlation is fit to two exponentials with the lower
mass obtained from the smeared result then the excited
d.te and the value of f,g for the ground state can be
extracted.
The form is

Aexp(-d&)(1+

of the excited state E = 3.9 & 1.4. As expected we see
significant mixing with excited states in < XX >.
Finally. the values for the B parameter extracted for
these lattices are consistent with one. For example. for
the 129 x 24 WC obtain:

E
B .dm”cm

LX&
,802 3~ .050
.795+.035

Table 2: The results for ths binding
constant in lattice units a (in GeV-I).

(4.5)

results in Table 2. The value for the excitation energy
6& = .350+.170
(l/a) G&J and for the relative strength

E&&
6
,165
,156

Bcxp(-atbE))

The data and fit for our 16’ x 32 data is shown in Figure
2. WC obtain A = 1.06 i .44. This corresponds to
f.g = .360f.150(o-‘~s)
GeV which is consistent with the

their upper bound.

size
P
123 x 24 5.7
M3 x 32 5.9

the one loop values of Zl

=

3/4(l?did

=

1.02zt.10

=

0.34*

+ J%.&~)

.12

(4.6)

f&’
.405it .165
.350+.180
mass and deuy

5.

SEMILEPTONIC
B DECAYS
The final set of applications consider transition

ma-

trix elements between heavy-light meson states and ordinary light meson states. One important example of this
class is the semileptonic

decay of the B muon.

there

is no

charmed

contribution

quarks.

transitions

from

final

Thus the contribution

can be isolated.

providing

states

involving

to b -t u quark
a measurement

of

Vi.
The kinematics

of these endpoint

decays has been

calculated

by lsgur et. aLg.
For z s ~E./MB
and
y a (pB - p~)~/kf;
near one. the b propagator can be
replaced with the heavy quark limit because the weak
current

Figure

extracts

a momentum

close to mb. Hence in the

effective lattice action. no momentum
the QCD scale remains.

10-nu
0

2

4

2:

axial

current

The

large compared

to

12

t&a)
correlation

without

any

smearing for our 16’ x 32 lattices. The dashed curved
shows the ground state exponential with a& = ,795 fixed
from the analysis of the smeared propagator.
The solid
curve is the two exponential
fit with the ground state
mass a& = .795 fixed from the analysis of the smeared
propagator. The mass of the excited state and the amplitude for both exponential
are fit from thii data. The
error bars shown we only the diagonal elements of the
error matrix.

6.

SUMMARY
There are a rich and varied set of applications
of
heavy-light methods to the B meson system. In this brief

report we have only mentioned some of the most obvious examples. The one-loop renormalization
calculations
required to the match the lattice and physical qurntities are proceeding.
The preliminary numerical results at
p = 5.7 and @= 5.9 are somewhat mysterious.
The vaC
ues for fB arc unexpectedly
large and the proper scaling
behavior in lattice spacing is not seen. These issues are
likely to be understood and resolved in the coming year.

The B -+ e+ + Y + X decay rate is
dr(B

+
where the df’s
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